FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Nepali Feature Film APABAD to screen in the UK
With growing number of young individuals making their entry into Nepali Cinema, the audience can sigh
with relief and take comfort in knowing that our cinema has officially entered its transitional phase. This
is a move away from remakes of eighties Bollywood and a new step into the unknown. Joining the New
Nepali Cinema is director Subash Koirala who presents his latest feature film ‘APABAD’, the title
translates to ‘to be an exception’ in Nepali. The 1 hour 50 minute long film also stars two young actors
who have been successful in creating a name for themselves in a short amount of time, Raj Ballav
Koirala and Nisha Adhikari.
APABAD has already released in Australia, Denmark and the USA. The film will be in cinemas all over
Nepal from the 15th of June. Following closely is the very first screening of the film in London’s Safari
Cinema (Harrow) on the 23rd June from 5pm – 7pm. The film comes with English subtitles in hope that
this transitional phase of our cinema will help attract the interest of non-Nepali viewers. In addition to
that the second screening will take place on the 15th July from 5pm – 7pm in Folkestone at the K
College and 20th July from 6pm – 8pm in Aldershot at the Princess Hall.
Apabad is a contemporary story of thousands of youth of middle class families. It is an instance of
belligerence of two different schools of thoughts – one being the conventional thought which plays by
the rules of social dogmas and another more sophisticated and raw in nature, guided by freewill.
Tickets for all three screenings can be bought online at NepaliChalchitra.com or by contacting the
sales team. The screenings and distribution is being managed by Nepali Chalchitra and lexlimbu for the
UK.
LONDON - 23 JUNE
Safari Cinema, Harrow,
TIME: 5PM-7.30PM

FOLKESTONE - 15 JULY
K College, Folkestone,
TIME: 5PM-7PM

ALDERSHOT - 20 JULY
Princess Hall, Aldershot
TIME: 6PM-8PM
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